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Wherever gravity and/or its absence are a factor, out-of-this-world knowledge & high-tech business opportunities arise

Here below: Wrap-up of SpaceLand Center’s “made-in-Italy” design data package

Herebelow: photo of SpaceLand test hardware readiness review at NASA before installation on board Zero-G flights
PLEASE JOIN US in THIS OUT-OF-THIS-WORLD BUSINESS: THIS JOURNEY has JUST BEGUN
Info: Eng. Doct. Francesco Massa - Marco Brizio - SpaceLand, via Boston 76 - 10137 Torino Italy - tel. +39.011.234.14.635 - www.SpaceLand.it

Example of science paper presented at the European Low Gravity Research Association congress in Bonn (Germany) by
SpaceLand and the Nobel-Prize-winner’s group European Brain Research Institute on weightless-flight-based research activities
from the NASA Space Shuttle L.F., on hormonal output neeed for basic studies on Alzheimer and neurodegenerative pathologies
www.SpaceLand.it

Short curriculum summary of the SpaceLand program founder
Carlo Viberti, graduated with Honours at 24 years of age as Aeronautical Engineeering Doctor in the prestigious
Politecnico di Torino, is a Flight Veteran of European Space Agency’s Zero-Gravity and Moon-gravity test flights
and worked for several years as European Astronaut Activities Office Lead-Engineer.
In the 1990’s he managed underwater and microgravity flight campaigns for the design and development of ESA
astronaut systems for the NASA/ESA International Space Station and of European and Italian technology
facilities and experiments on the Space Station MIR; in 2005 became the first non-U.S. citizen on the NASA
Microgravity Pathfinder Flights at the NASA Space Shuttle L.F. - Kennedy Space Center in Cape Canaveral (Florida).
Inter alia, he designed the first underwater astronaut training facility for the ESA-ISS Space station program and,
for SpaceLand, has worked as flight test-subject and chief operator to qualify in zero-gravity the bio-engineered
telemedicine undergarment launched this year (2015) to the International Space Station.
Heading several weightless science research and technology testing
and educational flight campaigns supported, inter alia, by the 2006
Winter Olympic Region of Piemonte and by Florence’s Region of
Tuscany, he personally prepared and brought on board the world’s
oldest (93) and youngest (his son Kim Marco Viberti, 11-year-old)
zero-gravity test subjects and the first disabled woman to fly in
weightlessness (between 2005 and 2009) ; he also organized and
managed several space training and/or flight events and TV reports
for Italian and Swiss State Televisions, CNN, Discovery Science TV.
In 2010-2011 he has been candidated by the Italian Space Agency’s President as first astronaut-engineer for
research sub-orbital flights, after winning several Prizes and Awards in his 25 years of career in these sectors.
Founder and CEO of the Italian-Swiss company, he is setting the world’s first Center of Excellence for Microgravity,
thanks to his hand-on microgravity flight experience recording more than 550 flight parabolas in weightlessness and
in Lunar-gravity and Mars-gravity flight conditions for the ESA/NASA International Space Station and for SpaceLand
weightless research flight programs, including science research activities for groups coordinated by the Nobel Prize
winner Levi-Montalcini (see previous page).
He has been recently proposed by the President of the House of Commons of the Italian Parliament for Public
Honours by the President of the Republic of Italy .
A recent video-interview on the request by the European Space Agency’s industries last year to
SpaceLand for engineering services to sy a series of microgravity test flights, which could take
place in the chosen Island, for the critical European « Clean Space » program, to avoid possible
risks of catastrophic satellite collisions in orbit, can be viewed at the website
http://www.lastampa.it/2015/02/25/multimedia/scienza/come-catturare-laspazzatura-spaziale-eXnomkbGZgP5e2qnay3o9O/pagina.html
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Eng. Doct. Francesco Massa
SpaceLand, via Boston 76 Torino Italy
Email : SpaceLand@SpaceLand.it
Skype : COSMO_SpaceLand
+39.011.234.14.635 - mobile +39.329.067.33.33

Support letters from the Italian Government
(Meeting Notes and Action Plan produced by Vanille Islands’ Government available upon request)

European Commission Vice-President’s endorsement of the SpaceLand Congress
Screenshots from the Italian Government’s ASI website

SpaceLand Camps for zero-G operations tests, External-Vehicular Activities, Moon-Walking simulations

